
  

Bilibili Calls Look for Upside as Monetization Efforts Grow 

Ticker/Price: BILI $18.40 
 

Analysis: 

Bilibili (BILI) running to the highs with 5,000 June $20 calls bought up to $1.10 and follows sellers this week in the 
August $17.50 puts and June $17.50 puts. BILI has seen put sales across the July and January expirations as well and 
the January $30 calls bought in late March over 1,200X. On the chart, BILI is setting up well after pulling back from 52-
week highs around $21. Shares are basing around the 50-day EMA and YTD VPOC and looking to clear a downtrend 
around $18.50/$19. The $5.2B company trades 185X earnings, 8.5X sales, and 6.7X cash with revenue growth around 
45% in 2019 and 2020 before tapering off to 30% in 2020. BILI is in the earliest stages of profitability with 600% 
growth in 2021 up to $0.40. The company is video-sharing platform based in China which focuses on animation, live 
broadcasting, and mobile gaming and has a strategic partnership with Tencent. As of last quarter they had 93M MAU 
and 80M mobile MAU with average time spent on the platform around 78 minutes and growing. The company is 
capitalizing on a huge Gen Z population in China (~328M) which is the driving force in online viewership. BILI’s focus 
on content creation as well as popular creators is driving high retention rates among viewers as they move into more 
monetization plans. Analysts have an average target for shares for $20 with 7 buy ratings and 1 hold. UBS with a Buy 
rating and $23 PT this week. The firm is positive on its differentiated content and social features which are driving a 
sticky community of anime, comics and games fans and young users, who are highly willing to spend on content. Short 
interest is 4.4% and down from 7.5% recently.  Institutional ownership fell 7.4% last quarter.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Trading Strategy:  BILI looks great on the chart and another one of these fast-growing China internet names with a 
big addressable market but the continued trade headwinds. I’ve got an alert at $19.  

Confidence Ranking: $$ 

 


